Government College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Sanquelim-Goa
Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Club (EBSB)

Release of Bi-Annual Newsletter of EBSB Club

Bi-Annual Newsletter of EBSB club was released on 15th August 2020 on the auspicious occasion of Independence day of India at the hands of Dr Gervasio S.F.L. Mendes, Principal of the College in presence of Dr Suman V. Tari, Coordinator of the club, Vice Principal Shri Anil Karambelkar and Dr Rajesh Parvatkar, NSS Coordinator of the College. The E-Newsletter will be uploaded on the website of the College for students reading. The Newsletter covers all the activities of the club conducted since January 2020.
Message from the Principal Prof. Gauravalee S. M. More

I am happy to see the release of the first issue of the Bi-Annual Newsletter "श्रेष्ठ पहल" by the ESB Club of Government College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Sanquelim - Goa. My congratulations to Dr. Syman Tari, Assistant Professor in Zoology and Head of the Club and her team for conducting various activities for the benefit of our students and for the students from Bhanvarga College, Bhavnagar, Gujarat. This Newsletter which gives the reader a glimpse of these activities, highlights the initiatives taken by the college to build bridges of understanding and bond between the students of both the colleges especially during the lockdown. My sincere thanks to the Principal, faculty and students of Bhanvarga College, Bhavnagar. The students could utilise their time constructively.

Our beloved Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi announced the initiative of ESB on the 140th birth anniversary of Santal Vallabhana Patel. A tribute to this great man of our country will be when we use the facility and the students inhibit the values of preserving the unity and diversity of our beloved motherland. To inherit a great mood of pride for all of us to join the release of the श्रेष्ठ पहल on the independence day of our country. Through better understanding of each other's culture and traditions, let us move towards building stronger bonds of friendship between Goa and Gujarat.

Message from the co-ordinator Dr. Suman V. Tari

It gives me a feeling of great pride and fulfilment to bring out the first issue of ESB Newsletter "श्रेष्ठ पहल". Under ESB initiative, ESB is paired with Ranchi and start to celebrate unity and diversity of our nation and to showcase rich heritage, culture, customs and traditions. I am happy to share the report of the activities that we have conducted since January 2020. The lockdown period gave us a golden opportunity to organize activities in online mode that were well received and appreciated by the students as evident from the feedback received from them. The ESB club wishes to continue the venture of promoting a sense of national integration to make our country a "SHREDSHTHA BHARAT".
Dr Suman Tari,
Coordinator, EBSB